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ARL Research Library Impact Framework

Data & Analytics → Research Library Impact Framework → Research Library Impact Pilots

● research project - a formal, original research study, facilitated by ARL and its members
● practice brief  - a short document designed to support practitioners with research-based 

information that improves library assessment work

(How) does the library help to increase research productivity and impact?

(How) do library spaces facilitate innovative research, creative thinking, and problem-solving?

(How) does the library contribute to equitable student outcomes and an inclusive learning 
environment?

(How) do the library’s special collections specifically support and promote teaching, learning, and 
research?

(How) do the library’s collections play a role in attracting and retaining top researchers and 
faculty to the institution?

https://www.arl.org/category/our-priorities/data-analytics/research-library-impact-framework/
https://www.arl.org/research-library-impact-pilots-2/


Project timeline

2018  ARL Pilots Project announced

2019
Proposal accepted
Writing began
Internal & external feedback

2020 Updates & final draft submitted

2021 Reviewed by ARL and awaiting 
publication



Practice brief value

Feedback from our reviewers helped us improve:

● Focus on the “why it matters” to libraries
● Added details in the ethical considerations section
● Added details to the resources needed
● Clarified partnerships and committees
● Identified things that were unique to Waterloo

“I found this report to be very thorough in it’s description of the bibliometric services at 
Waterloo, and the introductory section on “Why it Matters” does well to highlight the 
values that libraries can facilitate/gain by participating in bibliometrics programs”
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Lessons learned



Institutional readiness is critical



Effective communication is everything



Collaboration is key



Build an external network



Gaps

Human bandwidth

Data sources ($$$)

Technical support

Supporting individual data needs 
vs. institutional-level focus



Resources

Sample BRI services: Canada / United States / Europe

Continuing education & PD
For example: BRIC / ESSS / CWTS / email lists / Responsible Use 
Guides / NIH Library’s Bibliometrics Training Series 

Recommended readings
For example: The Bibliomagician / Providing Meaningful Information: Part 
B—Bibliometric Analysis (Belter) 

https://www.nihlibrary.nih.gov/services/bibliometrics/bibliometrics-training-series
https://www.nihlibrary.nih.gov/services/bibliometrics/bibliometrics-training-series
https://www.nihlibrary.nih.gov/services/bibliometrics/bibliometrics-training-series
https://thebibliomagician.wordpress.com/
https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-08-102017-3.00004-8
https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-08-102017-3.00004-8
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